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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: KEY FINDINGS

Year over year numbers from 2022 to 2023 show national increases in many key racing metrics,

including number of races, number of starts, number of unique horses, average starts per horse,

average field size and handle.

Handle on racing in Quebec (a 42 per cent increase) and Atlantic Canada (a 36 per cent

increase) in 2023 showed the biggest gain from 2022 numbers. Handle in Atlantic Canada

showed gains in every province.

The most noticeable decline came in the total purses offered in Ontario from 2022 to 2023,

down more than 8.5 percent. Two likely factors for this change would be the Breeders Crown

championship series at Woodbine Mohawk Park in 2022, but not in 2023, and an abnormal

number of 2023 race date cancellations due to wildfires.

A change in the Breeders Crown rotation also affected overall earnings potential for horses

racing in Canada in 2023 versus 2022.

On the breeding side, Ontario's breeders represented 60 per cent of the nation's active breeders

in 2023. The number of recorded matings in the province (2,018) nearly doubled the rest of

Canada's mating total (1,088).

A higher percentage of Canadian horses — registered, sired or foals — were sold at auction in

2023. There was an increase in sales prices for Canadian registered horses, but Canadian sired

and Canadian foaled horses both saw declines in terms of overall and average price.
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2023 PARI MUTUEL RACES

2022 PARI MUTUEL RACES
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TOP 10 GROSSING 1ST BREEDERS OF RECORD IN 2023 BY REGION (BASED ON FOALING PROVINCE)
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TOP 10 1ST BREEDERS OF RECORD 2023 - HORSE FOALED BY REGION

TOP 10 GROSSING 1ST BREEDERS OF RECORD Q4 2023 BY FOALING REGION
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TOP 10 LEADING BREEDERS OF RECORD 2023 - BY FOALING PROVINCE

*No. of Breeders refers to the number of breeders residing in that province. **No. of Stallions (2023) refers to the number of

stallions standing in the province. ***No. of Mating (2023): refers to the number of matings when the 1st owner of the mare

at the time of breeding resides in that province.
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TOP 10 LEADING BREEDERS OF RECORD 2023 - BY FOALING PROVINCE CONTINUED

*No. of Breeders refers to the number of breeders residing in that province. **No. of Stallions (2023) refers to the number of

stallions standing in the province. ***No. of Mating (2023): refers to the number of matings when the 1st owner of the mare

at the time of breeding resides in that province.
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$ GROSS N.A SALES: CANADIAN HORSES AT N.A. YEARLING SALES

$ AVERAGE EARNINGS PER UNIQUE STARTER

$ AVERAGE EARNINGS

SIRED (FOALED FROM A STALLION STANDING IN CANADA)

FOALED (BORN IN CANADA)
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